Résumé. 2014 Nous explorons l'analogie entre une nouvelle formulation du problème de la susceptibilité locale dans les alliages concentrés et la théorie de la localisation des états électroniques dans les systèmes désordonnés. La discussion ouvre la voie à une meilleure description et une meilleure compréhension de l'effet des propriétés magnétiques locales dans les systèmes désordonnés. En particulier, on considère l'effet des interactions entre amas et la nature de la transition de phase magnétique-non magnétique dans les alliages. Finalement, on discute la possibilité dans les alliages concentrés d'une généralisation de la notion de verre de spin.
1. Introduction. - It is now accepted that the local magnetic properties in transition metal binary substitutional alloys depend strongly on the neighbourhood of each atom. These local environment effects determine the nature of the magnetic-non magnetic phase transition in the critical concentration region and when averaged, determine the macroscopic magnetic properties of the alloy [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
A recent investigation [5] [6] of this problem using the methods and results of the theory of disordered alloys has shown that the local magnetic instabilities depend not only on the explicit number of neighbours of both kinds of atoms but also on the variation with environment of the partial densities of states and the local atomic potentials. Fluctuations of environment give rise to fluctuations of these three factors and, therefore, to fluctuations of local magnetic properties, e.g. local susceptibilities and possible local moments. However, the theory of reference [5] [6] is not yet able to provide a good description of local environment effects close to the ferromagnetic transition. When nearly magnetic clusters are present in the system, they give rise to non-negligible clustercluster interactions and when magnetic clusters are formed, they polarize the non-magnetic clusters.
Until now, these effects have been considered in a semi-phenomenological manner [4] [5] [6] . In reference [5] [6] , cluster-cluster interactions were considered indirectly in an approximate way by averaging the medium outside the cluster. This method, however, does not contain an important aspect of cluster-cluster interactions, i.e. the statistical nature of local environment fluctuations in the alloy. In a recent paper [7] , one of us has derived an expression for the local susceptibility which allows a statistical approach of local magnetic properties of substitutional alloys. This expression has a formal structure very similar to an expression of the diagonal Green's function used in the discussion of the localization of electrons in disordered systems. a) E(l) has been calculated up to fourth-order paths assuming that the non-interacting susceptibilities 0 and xf are environment independent [4] . This formulation has been generalized in order to take account of higher order paths and a closed expression for L(II) within this approximation has been obtained using the multiple scattering theory [7] . b) A more realistic theory has been considered by Brouers et al. [5, 6] . The effect of local environment on the diagonal and non-diagonal non-interacting susceptibilities has been incorporated into the theory as well as the dependence of local potentials and charge transfers on local environment.
One can go beyond the isolated cluster approximation by regarding the external medium as an average medium and neglecting the effect of local environment fluctuations outside .the cluster. Although the consideration of the medium outside the cluster improves the theory, the molecular field approximation on which the theory is based leads to a fundamental difficulty, namely that the susceptibility of any cluster diverges when the outside medium contains even an infinetisimal concentration of such magnetic clusters.
The purpose of the present paper is to explore how it would be possible to use formula (10) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , one can calculate the condition for the divergence of the susceptibility.
Here we shall be concerned with the calculation of the probability for the local susceptibility to diverge and therefore the probability of having a localized moment.
If the probability distribution of the X' is known, one should be able to calculate the probability distribution of E (") in the medium outside the cluster and then the probability for the susceptibility to diverge.
The probability distribution of local non-interacting susceptibilities x° can be determined starting from the theory of Brouers et al. [5] . One The behaviour of the probability which gives a measure. of the effective magnetization in the paramagnetic phase of the alloy. Such a small magnetization has been measured by B. Comut et al. [15] in paramagnetic NiCu. In the example we have chosen, the maximum of the probability function for AX8 = 0.25 reflects the competition between the number of magnetic and non-magnetic clusters as A.8 increases.
In our model where x8(N) has a sharp value, due to the form of the lorentzian distribution, the probability (40) tends to its non-disorder value (0 or 1) when the width of the susceptibility distribution A x8 tends to infinity. This gives rise to a maximum or a minimum value of the function P.
6. Relation to the spin-glass problem. -A few years ago, the spin-glass phase in dilute alloys was discussed [16] from the point of view of the theory ' of localization starting from the RKKY interaction Hamiltonian. In this section we want to indicate that the concepts of localization could be used also in concentrated transitional alloys starting from the molecular field expression (1) . Ideas in the same direction have been also expressed by Sherrington and Mihill [17] .
In this last section we restrict ourselves to general speculations. We i) The local environment fluctuations can be such that the negative eigenvalues correspond to localized solutions (cf. Fig. 2 
